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Summary
On 11th November 2014, at approximately 4:45am, a passenger bus carrying 77 passengers on board
was travelling from Swat to Karachi when it collided with a 10 wheeler truck which was laden with
36 tons of coal and had 4 crewmen on board. The accident happened at N-5 Highway (km 459+700),
near Khairpur, Sindh on a road diversion in which the south bound road was closed for repair and the
traffic was diverted into the north bound section of the road. An exceptionally large number of
casualties (59) occurred in the accident.
Automotive Design and Crashworthiness Research, was asked to investigate the accident through a
notification from the Ministry of Communication dated January 4th 2015. A visit to Khairpur was
arranged on 19th -21st January, 2015. The accident site was examined and the bus was examined under
police custody, however, the truck had been released through court orders a few days prior to the first
visit. A subsequent visit to Lahore was arranged on the 22nd of January to see the bus manufacturing
setup. A third visit to the accident site was done to map the site geometry on 20th – 22nd February 2015.
This engineering investigative report is based primarily on evidence collected from the vehicle and
the road by ADSL team. Some photographic evidence provided by N.H.A, N.H. & M.P. and Sindh
police was also used after digital metadata scrutiny. This is not a witness account based inquiry;
however statements from all parties were taken into account as investigative leads.
Accident date
Accident type
Vehicle 1 Type
Casualties in
Vehicle 1
Occupants in
Vehicle 2
Vehicle 1 reg.
number
Investigation
visits

11th November 2014
Oblique head-on collision
46 seat passenger bus
59
77
JB 5190 Karachi
19th – 21st Jan 2015, Khairpur
28th Jan 2015, Lahore
20th – 22nd Feb 2015, Khairpur
4th -5th March 2015 Karachi

Accident time
ADSL reference
Vehicle 2 type
Casualties in
Vehicle 2
Occupants in
Vehicle 2
Vehicle 2 reg.
number
Accident location

4:45 am
201515/CI/01/R
10 wheeler cargo truck
0
4
TKJ 511
Therri bypass, Khairpur
N-5 km 459+700
27.586705N,
68.762282E

Investigating team:
Dr. Omer Masood Qureshi
Ph.D Automotive Crashworthiness (Italy).

…………………………. dated……………
Engineer Ahmed Hafeez
B.E Materials Engineering.

…………………………. dated……………
Engineer Hassaan Ahmed
B.E Materials Engineering.

………………………….. dated……………
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1. All sides view of both vehicles
1.1. Bus

[19/01/2015 p.c Dr.OMQ/Shah Hussain khairpur bypass
Thana]

[19/01/2015 p.c Dr.OMQ/Shah Hussain khairpur bypass Thana]

Front

Left

[19/01/2015 p.c Ahmed Hafeez/Shah Hussain khairpur
bypass Thana]

[19/01/2015 p.c Ahmed Haafeez/Shah Hussain khairpur bypass Thana]

Back

Right
Fig.1.1.1. All sides of bus.

1.1.1.

The bus had no impact on any of its side. The left side of the bus had scratch marks which
indicated that the bus had flipped on its side and the vehicle had slid on the road. These are
examined further in detail in section 2.1.

1.1.2.

The right side of the vehicle was completely scratch free, except a few collision folds in the
midsection.

1.1.3.

The chassis of the vehicle was bent upwards in the midsection at about an angle of 10
degrees.

1.1.4.

The front bumper had absolutely no sign of any impact. All tires and axle components were
intact.
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1.1.5.

The rear of the bus also had no sign of any impact, the rear panel was pulled back slightly.

1.1.6.

The roof of the bus was separate from the main body, it was found at a different location.

1.2. Truck

[Photograph provided by N.H. & M.P. S.P
Faisal Abdullah]

[Photograph provided by N.H.A Lt Col® Muhammad Azim]

Right

Front

[Photograph provided by N.H. & M.P. S.P
Faisal Abdullah]

[Photograph provided by N.H. & M.P. S.P Faisal Abdullah]

Back

Left
Fig.1.2.1. All sides of truck.

1.2.1.

The truck had a clear frontal impact. The front right corner of the truck was badly damaged
indicating that the impact had occurred at a slight offset.

1.2.2.

The right side of the vehicle was largely undamaged, indicating that the collision was mostly
frontal and did not occur from any of the side. The driver door area was crushed badly to a
depth of about 60cm.
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1.2.3.

The truck axle was broken; either from direct impact, or collision shock.

1.2.4.

The frontal cabin shifted to the left, indicating an oblique impact.

1.2.5.

The dimensions of both vehicles are given in Table 1.
Truck height 3.9m.
Bus height 3.1m
Truck width 2.53m
Bus width 2.5m
Truck length 9.9m
Bus length 12.1m
Table 1. Dimensions of both vehicles.

1.3. Accident scene

[Photograph provided by N.H. & M.P. S.P Faisal Abdullah]

[Photograph provided by N.H. & M.P. S.P Faisal Abdullah]

[Photograph provided by N.H. & M.P. S.P Faisal Abdullah]

[Photograph provided by N.H. & M.P. S.P Faisal Abdullah}

Fig. 1.3.1. Accident scene photographs taken just after the accident.
1.3.1.

The earliest photographs of the accident were provided by N.H. & M.P.The first photograph
was at dawn. It was scrutinized for EXIF data and found to be taken by a Q-Mobile A500 at
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exactly 6:26:33am, (about one and a half hour after the accident). The GPS coordinates
embedded in the photograph were 27.591207N, 68.770401E (Fig. 1.3.1).
1.3.2.

At that time there was slight mist but not enough to hamper visibility by a large degree, it is
estimated that the visibility at the time of the accident was more than one kilometer with
headlights and both vehicles would have seen each other from a fair distance. The sky was
clear and there was also no sign of rain.

1.3.3.

At 6:26 am, Motorway police, Sindh Police, Rangers, Ehdi ambulance and scouts are present
on the accident scene; the crane arrived at about 7:10 am.

1.3.4.

The bus lay toppled on its right side, the roof was separate from the bus and was found
attached to the front of the truck.

1.3.5.

Hugh amount of luggage which was on the roof of the bus was splattered on the road.

1.3.6.

The truck was upright and at a slight angle to the road towards the left shoulder of the north
bound highway.
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2. Examination of the bus
2.1. Right face (ground impact)
2.1.1.

The bus had no impact mark on the right face of any sort. There were multiple type of scratch
marks due to grinding with the road. These marks are detailed in Fig. 2.1.1.

(a) Pre collision
scratches

(b) Collision folds

(c) Post collision
marks

(d) Post accident marks
(caused by the crane)

[19/01/2015 p.c Dr.OMQ/Shah Hussain khairpur bypass Thana]

Fig. 2.1.1. Right side of the bus.

2.2. Pre collision scratches on the bus
2.2.1.

These scratches occurred when the vehicle slid with the road surface before the collision folds
because they are spread evenly on the folded surface (and not on the protruding surfaces like
post collision marks). This in an indication that the vehicle had probably overturned and was
sliding prior to the collision with the truck occurred.

2.2.2.

The scratch direction in the front is slightly different from the direction near the back of the
bus, indicating that the vehicle was rotating as well as sliding. The rotational angular velocity
can be computed from the difference in direction of these marks.
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Right side

Right side

[19/01/2015 p.c Dr.OMQ/Shah Hussain khairpur bypass Thana]

[19/01/2015 p.c Ahmed Hafeez/Shah Hussain khairpur bypass
Thana]

[19/01/2015 p.c Ahmed Hafeez/Shah Hussain khairpur bypass
Thana]

[19/01/2015 p.c Dr.OMQ/Shah Hussain khairpur bypass Thana]

Hyp = 43.5cm
Perp = 17.5cm

Hyp = 64.3cm
Perp = 16.5cm

𝑟 = 23.72

𝑓 = 14.87

4.32 meters
Fig. 2.2.1. Pre-collision scratches and directions
Writing both in vector form:
[(Vf) Cos 14.87 i + (Vf) Sin 14.87 j], [(Vr) Cos 23.72 i +(Vr) Sin 23.72 j]
Since the front and rear are part of the same rigid body, therefore:

)
(Eq.1)
And angular velocity
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[

]

(Eq.2)

Substituting Eq1 and Eq2.
[

]
[

]

Slide velocity Vf

Angular velocity 𝜔
Fig. 2.2.2. Indication of the bus direction of slide and spin before the accident.
2.2.3.

Such a presence of an angular velocity may indicate that the bus was drifting sideways before
it toppled over. This could furthur indicate that the bus did not topple over due to an external
hit/bump, rather it toppled over due to oversteering and drifting sideways. This also occurs
due to sudden wheel lock braking of the rear wheels or turning too much at high speed. The
driver took a sharp left turn before it toppled.

Bus travel direction
(turning left)
Bus sideways drift

Fig. 2.2.3. Bus drifting sideways due to high speed over-steer just before toppling over.
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2.3. Post collision scratches
2.3.1.
Right side

The marks on top of the collision folds
are post collision marks. These
scratches only occur at the crests of the
folds. Post-collision marks indicate that
after the bus hit the truck, it was
travelling in an almost parallel direction
to the orientation of the bus as shown in
Fig. 2.3.1 and 2.3.2.

[19/01/2015 p.c Dr.OMQ/Shah Hussain khairpur bypass Thana]

Fig. 2.3.1. Post-collision marks on the right side
of the bus.

Fig. 2.3.2. Approximate direction of travel of
the bus after collision.

2.4. Collision folds and chassis bend

Left side

[19/01/2015 p.c Ahmed Hafeez/Shah Hussain khairpur bypass
Thana]

Right side

[19/01/2015 p.c Ahmed Hafeez/Shah Hussain khairpur bypass
Thana]

(a)
(b)
Fig. 2.4.1. Post collision marks on the left and right side of the bus.
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Chasis bend

Collision force

Fig. 2.4.2. Post collision marks on the right side of the bus.
2.4.1

Collision folds are visible on both sides of the bus. In addition to collisions folds, collision
scratches (with the road) are also visible on the left side of the bus surface indicating that the
bus was hit perpendicular to its original direction. The impact force was great enough to crush
through the roof and bend the chassis of the vehicle. The whole bus is bend upwards
(Fig.2.4.1).

2.5. Lights

[19/01/2015 p.c Ahmed Hafeez/Shah Hussain khairpur bypass Thana]

Fig. 2.5.1. Frontal lights of the bus.

2.5.1.

The lights of the vehicle were in perfect working order. Some of the lights of the bus were
popped out of their socket and the surrounding plastic case was smelted, indicating that
the lights remained on even after the accident (Fig. 2.5.1).

2.5.2.

Due to the nature of the collision, the filaments of the lights that were switched on did not
stretch, therefore filament method could not be used.
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2.6. Front axle

2.6.1.

The front axle of the bus was totally
undamaged. The leaf springs did not
show any sign of a slip (they slip
backwards from a jerk when a vehicle
hits an obstruction at high speed).

2.6.2.

The steering mechanism was functional
(Fig.2.6.2).The braking system was also
functional.

2.6.3.

There was no sign of any impact with a
bump significant enough to overturn the
vehicle or cause dis-balance.

(p.c The NEWS 12/11/2014)

Fig. 2.6.1. Showing the front axle is intact.
2.6.4.

These findings are matched with The News photograph (Fig. 2.6.1) taken on the day of the
accident which shows the overturned vehicle with perfectly impact front axle. The photograph
was digitally scrutinized and found to be editing free.

Top

Top

[19/01/2015 p.c Dr.OMQ/Shah Hussain khairpur bypass Thana]

[19/01/2015 p.c Dr.OMQ/Shah Hussain khairpur bypass Thana]

Fig. 2.6.2. Frontal, right axle of the bus.

Fig. 2.6.3. Frontal, left axle of the bus.
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2.7. Rear axle
Top

Top

Broken Damper

Recent rightwards shift
[19/01/2015 p.c Dr.OMQ/Shah Hussain khairpur bypass Thana]

[19/01/2015 p.c Dr.OMQ/Shah Hussain khairpur bypass Thana]

Fig. 2.7.1. Rear, left axle of the bus.

Fig. 2.7.2. Rear, right axle of the bus.

2.7.1.

The rear axle of the vehicle was intact and functional, the leaf springs did not show any sign
of a slip caused by a frontal force. The rear axle of the bus did not have any signs of a hit of
any kind (bump/obstruction).

2.7.2.

The rear left shock absorber (damper) was broken. It was likely broken before the accident.
This caused an uneven bounce of the vehicle. This defective damper might have been one
of the minor contributory factors which overturned the bus.

2.7.3.

The anti-roll bar showed a recent sideways shift. This may have been caused by a sideways
force on the axle just before overturning, endorsing the sideways drift possibility mentioned
in observation 2.2.3.

2.8. Tire conditions
2.8.1.

The tires were according to specification. All tires were Dunlop SP350/R20. These tires were
relatively new and all had a tread depth well above the minimum recommended tread depth of
4mm for busses (e.g. US regulation for busses is 3.18mm minimum) the tread depth was
measured and is given in Table 2.
Front Left 10.5mm
Rear Left Inner 7.6mm
Rear Left outer 8.2mm

2.8.2.
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Front Right 10.2mm
Rear right inner 7.2mm
Rear right outer 7.9mm
Table 2. Tire tread depth.

All tires were slightly over inflated although pressure was not measured by the investigating
team. Bus drivers deliberately overloading vehicles tend to do that.
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2.8.3.

2.8.4.

The rear right tires had a very distinct
braking scar. There was also evidence of
small debris collected in the tire location
(happens in wheel lock braking). Both
tires had undergone a complete wheel
lock braking.

Right side

The chipping off pattern on the tires
indicate that the bus had a sideways drag
while braking. (Fig. 2.8.1). It can be
deduced that the driver had applied
sudden brakes while turning left, which
jammed the wheel and caused the bus to
swing sideways before it tipped.

Drag direction
[19/01/2015 p.c Dr.OMQ/Shah Hussain khairpur bypass Thana]

Fig.2.8.1. chipping off pattern of rear tires.

Bus travel direction
(Turning left)
Bus sideways drift
Hydraulic brakes applied
Fig. 2.8.2. Sideways drift of the bus while braking.

2.9. The driving seat and the driver

Inside view

Inside view

[19/01/2015 p.c Dr.OMQ/Shah Hussain khairpur bypass Thana]

[19/01/2015 p.c Dr.OMQ/Shah Hussain khairpur bypass Thana]

Fig. 2.9.1. Intact Steering column and dip sticks.

Fig. 2.9.2. Intact, undeformed steering wheel.
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2.9.1.

The steering column, dipswitch sticks and fiberglass panels near
the leg area of the driver were largely undamaged. (Fig. 2.9.1)
This implies that the driver’s legs did not hit the steering
column with a large force. i.e. the driver was belted.

2.9.2.

The left dip switch stick on the left also had the pressure brake
button (Jacobs brake). Had the driver been holding the dipstick
while the bus overturned it was likely that the driver would
have broken the delicate stick, which was clearly not the case.

2.9.3.

The steering wheel was not deformed downwards. (Fig. 2.9.2)
indicating that the drivers’ head did not hit the wheel, a clue
that the driver was belted, awake and holding the steering wheel
with a strong grip. Examples of deformed steering wheels are
given in Fig. 2.9.3. There was also no sign of blood or strike
marks on the steering wheel.

2.9.4.

The steering wheel had no upwards deformations caused when
the driver is partially or fully ejected from the vehicle.

Fig. 2.9.3. Examples of
deformed steering wheels
in case of unbelted
occupants.

2.9.5.

The belt buckle plastic covering was broken (Fig. 2.9.4). Indicating that a large force had
been applied on it during impact i.e. the driver was belted. The belt itself had been stripped
off; it was under-designed and substandard.

2.9.6.

The driver seat did not have any blood marks; it was slightly twisted to one side. The driver
was not crushed on the seat (Fig. 2.9.2).

2.9.7.

The brake pedal was functional. Both Jacobs exhaust brake and the hydraulic foot brakes
were fully operational (Fig. 2.9.5).

Inside view

Inside view

[
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19/01/2015 p.c Dr.OMQ/Lahore Bund Road]

[ 19/01/2015 p.c Dr.OMQ/Shah Hussain khairpur bypass Thana]

Fig. 2.9.4. Seat belt grip.

Fig. 2.9.5. Brake pedal.
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Inside view driver’s door

Head impact

Head injury
(no curved
injury on
top of the
head
[19/01/2015 p.c Dr.OMQ/Shah Hussain khairpur bypass Thana]

[ Photograph provided by Sindh Police]

Fig. 2.9.6.Head impact zone of driver.

Fig. 2.9.7 Alleged driver’s head injury.
.

2.9.8.

The driver’s side door and A-pillar remained intact, suggesting that the driver survival space
remained intact.

2.9.9.

There is a distinct injury mark of a head impact on the driver side door, (Fig. 2.9.6). However,
this is not an injury that is fatal for this drop of height. The injury on the drivers head cannot
be conclusively matched. The dent might even have been caused by the falling conductor
from the left side after the bus overturned. A picture of the left side of the drivers head is not
available.

2.10. The conductor
2.10.1. The conductor was likely standing next to
the bus door. The passenger door is
pulled into the bus (Fig. 2.10.1). Since
there was no impact on the left side of the
bus, it is likely that when the bus
overturned, the conductor was awake and
grabbed the door handle.

Left side

2.10.2. The left side of the inner trim of the
frontal brim of the roof has a large crater
the size of a skull. (Fig. 2.10.2)
Interestingly, there is no such skull mark
on the right side for the driver.
2.10.3. The head injuries on the picture of the
conductor match those on the bus roof
(Fig. 2.10.3). The conductor suffered
fatal skull injuries by being smashed
against the roof.
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Fig. 2.10.1. Collapse of bus door.
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Left side, inside view

Head Injury

Skull impact
mark

[19/01/2015 p.c Dr.OMQ/Shah Hussain khairpur bypass Thana]

[ Photograph provided by Sindh Police]

Fig. 2.10.2. Skull impact mark of the conductor.

Fig. 2.10.3 Impact injury of the conductor.

2.11. The roof

[Photograph provided by N.H.A]

Fig. 2.11.1. Roof top of the bus lying next to the truck.
2.11.1. The roof of the bus was separate from the main body. It was badly damaged and distorted. It
is very likely that the impact occurred on the roof (Fig. 2.11.1).
2.11.2. The surface of the impact was unusually smooth, and there were very minimal paint pigment
smears of truck colouring on the bus roof surface. This is an indication that there was a heavy
layer of luggage on the roof.
2.11.3. All the pillars were ripped by a large force which pulled the roof backwards (Fig. 2.11.2).The
welding failure and inadequacy of proper design caused the roof to get crushed and ripped off
(Fig. 2.11.1).
2.11.4. There was no evidence of any steel cutters or saws been used to separate the roof from the
vehicle i.e. all joints were torn (Fig. 2.11.2).
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[19/01/2015 p.c Dr.OMQ/Shah Hussain
khairpur bypass Thana]

[19/01/2015 p.c Dr.OMQ/Shah Hussain
khairpur bypass Thana]

[19/01/2015 p.c Dr.OMQ/Shah Hussain
khairpur bypass Thana]

Fig. 2.11.2. Front right welded joints torn due to impact.
2.11.5. The photograph provided by N.H. & M.P. taken on the day of the accident when the rescue
efforts are underway shows the roof wrapped on the front face of the truck. It is evident that
the roof was ripped off during the accident and was not removed as part of the rescue efforts.
(Fig. 2.11.3).
2.11.6. The inside of the roof was
smeared with blood and
skull impact marks. The
roof collapsed and crushed
the occupants inside. A bad
roof design with weak
welded pillars was a
major cause of a large
number of fatalities in this
accident. Fitness tests such
as UN-ECE Regulation-66
(applicable in 40 countries
of the world) and FMVSS220 (Applicable in U.S)
dictate that in an accident,
the roof must be strong
enough to ensure survival
space inside.
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[Photograph provided by N.H. & M.P. S.P Faisal Abdullah]

Fig. 2.11.3 Photograph taken on the day of the accident showing
the roof of the vehicle attached on the truck.
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2.12. Interior cabin

Inside view

[19/01/2015 p.c Ahmed Hafeez
/Shah Hussain khairpur bypass
Thana]

[19/01/2015 p.c Dr.OMQ/Shah Hussain khairpur bypass
Thana]

[19/01/2015 p.c Ahmed Hafeez
/Shah Hussain khairpur bypass
Thana]

(a)

(b)
Fig. 2.12.1. Damaged interior cabin.

(c)

2.12.1. The seats near the front of the bus were intact. The front left seat (Fig. 2.12.1(c)) had broken
armrest with a rightward force indicating that the occupant was sitting on the seat and holding
the armrest when the bus overturned. The occupant did not bounce off the seat, suggesting
that the vehicle did not bounce off a hump and lose control, rather tipped over due to oversteering at high speed.

Fig. 2.12.2. Collision sequence.

2.12.2. The seats in the mid and rear rows were all crushed badly. The head rests on the right row had
skull crush marks. This indicates that the occupants did not bounce of their seats by a hump,
rather they were seated while the roof collapsed and crushed them (Fig. 2.12.1(a)).
2.12.3. The seats in the mid and rear rows were all crushed but there were no skull crush marks or
blood stains on them. (Fig. 2.12.1(b)). The occupants on the left row had already fallen to the
right side prior to the impact and the bus had overturned and skid for a few seconds before it
collided with the truck.
2.12.4. The occupants in the front three rows of the bus did had survival space. The occupants in the
4th row onwards were all crushed by the collapsing roof, only minors who slid into crumple
pockets may have survived (Fig. 2.12.3). The conductor was an exception, he died because he
was standing rather than sitting.
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2.12.5. There was no fire, all seats and trims were unburnt.

Passengers likely to have suffered fatal injuries.
Passengers likely to have survived.
Fig. 2.12.3. Probable occupant injury zones.

2.13. Operational and loading conditions
2.13.1. Photographic evidences provided by Sindh police and N.H. & M.P. showed a huge amount of
luggage scattered on the accident side. Since the luggage bays on both sides of the bus
remained closed on impact, it is evident that a lot of luggage was carried on the roof. Apart
from personal luggage such as clothes, bags of rice, apples, walnuts and brown-sugar were
found in the examination of the wreckage.
2.13.2. There was no sign of any blood on the luggage indicating that there was no passengers
travelling on the roof of the bus.
2.13.3. There was no evidence of the bus carrying any commercial cargo. All luggage belonged to the
occupants on the bus.

[Photograph provided by N.H. & M.P. S.P Faisal Abdullah]

[Photograph provided by N.H. & M.P. S.P Faisal Abdullah]

Fig. 2.13.1. Scattered luggage from the rooftop at the accident site.
2.13.4. The bus was on a long haul route (Swat to Karachi, 1740 km). Most of the passengers hailed
from Bahrain-Swat, and worked as labourers in Karachi. They commuted between the cities
infrequently (once a year or so) and were carrying a large amount of luggage with them.
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Estimated number of adult occupants = 64
Luggage per adult occupant = 46 kg
Total luggage weight = 2990 kg
There were a total of 64 adult occupants and 13 children in the bus.
Average weight per adult person = 77 kg,
Average weight per minor = 26 kg
Total number of adult occupants = 64
Total number of children = 13
Total Occupant weight= 4928 + 338 = 5266kg
The un-laden bus weight is estimated at 12000 kg.
2.13.5. The total weight of the bus was estimated at 20,256 kg. While turning, this additional weight
caused a large centrifugal force sideways (which is proportional to the weight of the vehicle).
2.13.6. Additionally, the added weight was on a height (i.e. the roof and interior cabin) as compared
to the weight distribution of the vehicle itself. This caused a high centre of gravity, this made
the vehicle easier to tip over. Overloading of the vehicle especially on the roof was a major
cause of the vehicle to roll over during turning.

Luggage weight

Center of gravity

Passenger weight

Centrifugal force
due to turning

C

Center of gravity

Centrifugal
force due
to turning

Fig. 2.13.1 Centrifugal force on laden and unladen vehicle
2.13.7. The distribution of the luggage also altered the weight distribution of the vehicle. Almost 70
percent of the total weight of the vehicle was on the rear axle. A high weight distribution at
the rear wheel makes vehicles unstable and causes them to spin out (over-steer, drift) during
high speed turnings.

Luggage weight

Vehicle weight
Fig. 2.13.2 Vehicle weight mostly on the rear wheel, causing the vehicle to spin out during braking
and turning.
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3. The road
3.1. Road mapping
3.1.1.

At the time of investigation on 20th Feb 2015, the south bound road had been re-carpeted
while the north bound road was still the same as the one on the date of the accident. A road
map was set up by putting up a local coordinate system and measuring distances according to
the coordinate system (Fig. 3.7.1).

3.1.2.

A satellite picture of the area is also attached for cross referencing (Fig. 3.1.1).

North
road

bound

Al Ghadeer petrol pump
South
road

bound

Hotel

Diversion
Collision site

Fig. 3.1.1. Satellite image of the collision area.

3.2. Location of collision point
3.2.1.

The location of the collision point zone can be approximated by the photographic evidence of
the accident scene provided by N.H. & M.P. and N.H.A. (Fig. 1.3.1).

3.2.2.

On location points [Local Coordinates 39.4, 0.0 and 40.15, 0.0] (Fig. 3.2.1, & 3.2.2) a large
crater was present near the left shoulder of the north bound road. There were metal grinds
near and around the area. Many fragments of bus and truck debris were both found in the
area. Traces of an oil spill was also noted. This was the collision epicentre and the collision
occurred within a 0.5 m diameter around the area.
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[20/02/2015 p.c Hassaan Ahmed/Accident site]

[20/02/2015 p.c Hassaan Ahmed/Accident site]

Fig. 3.2.1. Evidence of bus debris on collision
point.

Fig. 3.2.2. Evidence of truck debris on collision
point.

3.3. Pre-collision metal scrapes
3.3.1.

A distinct metal scrape was visible on the south bound section of the highway. Such metal
scrapes are caused on the road when a hard metallic object (such as tire struts) grinds against
the road (Fig. 3.3.1).

3.3.2.

Residue of road debris was also found on the front left wheel of the bus (the red spray paint
on the wheels was done by the police to prevent theft) (Fig. 3.3.2).

Left side

Collision point

Road debris

[19/01/2015 p.c Dr.OMQ/Accident site]

Fig. 3.3.1. Road metal scrapes.
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Fig. 3.3.2. Road debris on the wheel bolts.
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First strike.
Bus topple
over point,

[20/02/2015 p.c. Hassaan Ahmed/Accident site]

Fig. 3.3.3. Close examination of road metal scrapes.
3.3.3. The scrapes occur on 6 degrees to the road direction at location [Local coordinates 12.6, 5.6]
on the north bound road. The distance between them is approximately 34cm, the same as
between the tire struts of the bus. Furthermore, the right mark starts with an abrupt deep
hexagonal nut indent indicating that this was the first strike. The bus toppled and hit the
ground exactly here (Fig. 3.3.3).
3.3.4. Matching and superimposing road marks with pre collision marks examined in observation
2.2.2 is used to establish the direction of travel and orientation of the toppled over bus before
the accident (Fig. 3.3.4).
3.3.5. The direction of the scrape indicate that the bus was coming from the South bound road
travelling south and took an S curve to come on the North bound road immediately before it
toppled over.
3.3.6. The projection of the travel direction indicates that the bus did not pass over the hump (Fig.
3.7.1).

𝑓 = 14.87

𝑑𝑟𝑎𝑔 = 6

Fig. 3.3.4. Bus slide direction and orientation while overturned.
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3.4. Post collision metal scrape

[20/02/2015 p.c. Hassaan Ahmed/Accident site]

Fig. 3.4.1. Close examination of post-collision road metal scrapes.
3.4.1.

Many slight post collision marks were visible on the road, one such mark was measured to
determine the exit angle of the vehicle. The mark (Fig. 3.4.1) occurs at [Local coordinates
42.8, 4.1] at an angle of 16 degrees to the road. These marks were caused by the front wheel
struts, (the rear wheel struts are deep inside the double wheel).

3.5. Paint and skid marks

[20/02/2015 p.c. Dr. OMQ/Accident site]

[20/02/2015 p.c. Hassaan Ahmed/Accident
site]

[20/02/2015 p.c. Hassaan Ahmed/Accident
site]

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 3.5.1. Traces of bus paint on the road.
3.5.1.

Many paint marks of the bus and truck were found on the road these markings are listed as
under:
[Local Coordinates 35.7, -0.1] Bus paint
[Local Coordinates 37.4, 2.5] Bus paint
[Local Coordinates 37.5, -0.1] Bus paint
[Local Coordinates 39.4, -0.1] Bus paint
[Local Coordinates 40.15, -0.1] Bus paint
[Local Coordinates 12.6, 3.4] Bus paint
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[Local Coordinates 40.0, - 0.3] Truck paint
[Local Coordinates 40.1, - 0.2] Truck bumper ornaments
[Local Coordinates 40.1, - 0.25] Truck bumper ornaments
3.5.2.

According to a video footage provided by N.H.A, a skid mark on the south bound section of
the highway was visible. The footage was taken on 21st November 2014. This skid mark was
of a similar tyre as the bus i.e. four vertical grooves SP350 Dunlop in a relatively new
condition, (Fig. 2.8.1). ADSL team identified this location by using the tree and lamppost
markings as shown in (Fig. 3.5.1 and Fig. 3.5.2). These skid marks were located at [local
Coordinates -89.1, 17.0].

[18/11/2014 p.c Screenshot of site video provided by N.H.A]

[20/02/2015 p.c Hassaan Ahmed/Accident site]

Fig. 3.5.1. Skid mark as extracted from video
provided by N.H.A.

Fig. 3.5.2. Location of the skid mark determined
from trees and foliage [Local Coordinates -89.1,
17.0].

3.5.3.

The presence of such a skid mark indicates that the driver had to apply emergency braking
before the turn, i.e. the driver saw the obstruction late. The skid mark also veers towards the
right, indicating that the driver steered right while braking.

3.5.4.

The skid mark is present on [local Coordinates -89.1, 17.0] while the hump is present on
[local Coordinates -13.9, 17.0]. i.e. 75.2meters before the hump/roadblock.

3.5.5.

Another 7 meters of skid are estimated to compensate for tire heat up (skid marks start to
become visible after the tire heats up in 7/9 meters of wheel lock braking) and another 10
meters are added to compensate for driver reaction time. It is estimated that the driver saw the
roadblock about 92.2 meters before the roadblock.

3.5.6.

There were multiple skid marks in the same vicinity near the beginning of the diversion, a
clear sign that a lot of vehicles were not aware of the diversion and had to apply emergency
braking and evasive steering. The diversion sign and other obstructions were not very visible
from a distance, additionally there were no signboards 200, 400 or 800m before the
roadblock.
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3.6. The hump location and diversion
3.6.1.

On the site visit by ADSL team on January 20th and later on February 20th 2015, there was no
hump on the location. Pictures of the hump were provided by N.H. & M.P. which were taken
on the day of the accident. When examined, these photographs were found to be editing free.
According to metadata extracted from the photograph used in Fig. 3.6.1:
GPS Position: 27.579285 degrees N, 68.763069 degrees E (+- 500 meters)
Date of Creation 2014:11:11
Time of Creation 09:35:47
Camera Q-Mobile A500
Resolution 1920x2560
Edit history none
The location of the hump was determined using background scenery (tree formation, foliage)
as reference. The location of the hump was found to be on [Local Coordinates -13.9, 16.0]
(Fig. 3.6.1 and Fig. 3.6.2).
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[11/11/2014 p.c N.H. & M.P. S.P Faisal Abdullah]

[20/02/2015 p.c Hassaan Ahmed/Accident site]

Fig. 3.6.1. Location of the hump as
evidence provided by N.H. & M.P..

Fig. 3.6.2. Location of the hump
determined from trees and foliage
[Local Coordinates -13.9, 16.0].
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3.6.2.

At the time of this accident, this hump was used as a diversion. Barricade tapes were placed
on the diversion area and a small board was placed near the hump to divert traffic to the north
bound road.

3.6.3.

When the accident occurred, both roads got blocked, hence the diversion was removed and
the south bound road was again used for traffic as evident from rescue photographs provided
by the police. (Fig. 3.6.3).

3.6.4.

It was a hypothesis that this hump was made to benefit the Al-Ghadeer petrol pump owner to
facilitate turning of long vehicles by slowing down traffic, but however, this hypothesis is
false because the hump is after the pump.

[11/11/2014 Photo provided by N.H. & M.P. S.P Faisal Abdullah]

[11/11/2014 Photo provided by N.H. & M.P. S.P Faisal Abdullah]

(a)
(b)
Fig. 3.6.3. Location of the hump and earth mound at 11th Nov 2015, 9:35am.
3.6.5.

This hump appears to be made long before the diversion was set up (as evident from rutting
marks-on the hump as well). It was certainly not the type of hump created to divert traffic. It
was a hump created to slow down traffic.

3.6.6.

This particular hump is estimated to be max 10cm in height, this height of a hump is
incapable of overturning a vehicle which weighs 20 tons and has a shock-absorber travel of
22cm approximately.

3.6.7.

The mound of cold milled material on the side of the hump as visible has the capability to
effect the overturning of a high speed vehicle, but it is evident that the vehicle did not pass the
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mound because there would be deep tire markings on the mound in the set of pictures which
were taken by police by on 11th Nov at 9:35am.
3.6.8.

This hump was unmarked and out of place on the National Highway, It is not clear why this
hump was made by N.H.A. It is certainly not a soft barrier as claimed.

3.6.9.

The condition of the South bound road was poor, the road was rutted badly, (Fig. 3.6.3).

3.6.10. N.H. & M.P. provided
photographic
and
video
evidence of the hump being
removed
by
heavy
earthmoving machinery on
the day of the accident. The
photographs and video were
scrutinized and were found to
be taken on 4:03:06pm to
4:09:13pm on 11th November
2014
(Fig.
3.6.4). No
registration number is visible
therefore it cannot be
ascertained who removed the
hump.
[11/11/2014 Photo provided by N.H. & M.P. S.P Faisal Abdullah]

Fig. 3.6.4. Hump being removed at 11th Nov 2015,
04:09:13pm
3.6.11. On close inspection of the photographs of 11th Nov 2014, there is no evidence of the
diversion plan being followed (which requires diversion signs starting from 1km before the
diversion (Fig. 3.6.5) Some mid-sized rocks (about football size or smaller) were present on
the median, it is likely that these rocks were used to create a diversion along with the hazard
tape.
3.6.12. In one of the photographs of the rescue efforts provided by the police, a diversion sign along
with rocks and hazard tape is visible next to the hump. This is present in other photographs on
this date too. However, apart from this and the signboard lying flat on the mound, there is NO
sign of any other signboard visible before the diversion (i.e. 200m, 500m, 800m and 1km
before the diversion as per diversion plan). This photograph (Fig. 3.6.6) had an EXIF
signature of 6:57:24 and GPS coordinates of 27. 579285 degrees N, 68.763069 degrees E and
was editing free.
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Fig. 3.6.5. Diversion plan submitted by SMEC International and approved by N.H.A.
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3.6.13. It is also important to note that the signboard was present on the diversion and had been
placed on the side when the road was opened shortly after the accident. Had it been struck by
the vehicle, it would have been thrown off a fair distance ahead of the hump.

[11/11/2014 Photo provided by N.H. & M.P. S.P Faisal Abdullah]

Fig. 3.6.6. Sole visible signboard at 11th Nov 2015, 06:57:24am.
3.6.14. According to road safety manuals, a large vehicle needs about 246 meters of stopping
distance from 90kmph (the speed limit) to 0 (Table 3), Such a diversion is not visible from
246 meters away at night time in light mist. Lack of proper diversion signs boards was
possibly a major cause of the accident.
Required Stopping Distance - meters
Decision distance plus Action distance
Speed Small Medium Large Heavy
km/h Car
Car
Car
Vehicle
60
60
66
77
116
70
78
86
101
154
80
99
109
129
197
90
121
135
159
246
100
146
163
193
300
110
174
193
230
359
120
203
227
271
424
130
235
263
314
495
140
269
301
361
570
Table 3. Stopping distance of vehicles at different speeds.
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3.7. Map of the road and key locations
3.7.1.

A map of the key locations is given below, all key locations covered in section 3 are placed
on the map. Scrape marks of the bus (pre-collision and post-collision) are marked in red. Paint
debris of the bus and truck are marked in green and orange respectively. The location of the
hump is also given.
to Karachi

to Punjab

Fig. 3.7.1. Road map including distances and coordinates of road marking.

4. Speed estimation
4.1. Truck speed analysis

[11/11/2014 Photo provided by N.H. & M.P. S.P Faisal Abdullah]

[11/11/2014 Photo provided by N.H. & M.P. S.P Faisal Abdullah]

Fig. 4.1.1. Truck along with accidental debris

Fig. 4.1.2. Roof of bus lying next to the truck

4.1.1.

The truck was not present on site at the time of the investigation on 21 st Jan 2015. Therefore
all investigation on the truck had to rely on photographic evidence provided by N.H.A, Sindh
Police, N.H. & M.P. and press photographs.

4.1.2.

It cannot be determined conclusively if the truck had functional lights though filament
investigation, however it is unlikely that the lights were dysfunctional because it does appear
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that the bus driver saw the truck and attempted to steer away from it, thus toppling over the
bus.
4.1.3.

The truck was in the correct lane (left lane). It was travelling at low speed.

4.1.4.

The truck was laden with 36tons of coal. The truck itself weighs 11.5tons, the total weight of
the truck is estimated to be 47.5 tons.

4.1.5.

The truck had steered slightly towards the right, this indicates that the truck driver was awake
and had steered the vehicle away from the approaching bus.

4.1.6.

The photographic and video evidence show a total spillage of coal about 6.5 meters ahead of
the truck, the projectile formula is used to estimate the speed of the vehicle.
For horizontally dislodged spillage, the estimated velocity of the vehicle is:

√
Where s = mean spillage distance from the collision point (estimated to be 6.5m from
photographic evidence), h = estimated height of the vehicle point where spillage originated
from (4.2m, truck height), a = acceleration due to gravity (9.81m/s2).

√
Estimated truck velocity at impact = 7.06m/s = 25.5 km/h.
Assuming it underwent 1.5 seconds of braking, and the friction coefficient is

= 0.15

For vehicles, the maximum acceleration is:

Using Newton’s 1st law of motion:

Initial velocity = 9.27m/s = 33.4 km/h before braking.

4.2. Bus speed analysis
4.2.1.

The bus did not have a type of impact, therefore filament stretch method could not be used.
The speedometer of the bus was not available at the time of inspection, therefore speedometer
skid method under black light and microscope could not be done either.

4.2.2.

The speed of the bus was calculated using turn geometry by computing the minimum possible
radius of curvature through tangent-arc method. Possible bus trajectory is drawn on Fig. 4.2.1
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from the skid mark traced in section 3.5 to the topple-over pre collision metal scrape in
section 3.3.

Fig. 4.2.1. Vehicle path before overturning.
4.2.3.

The G tolerance factor for a bus which is 3.1m high, has a defective shock and has loading
and operational conditions mentioned in section 2 is estimated to be 0.25g.The value of g is
taken at 9.81m/s2 and the minimum turning radius is approximated to be 190m through the
geometry.

√
Velocity of vehicle at the beginning of the first turn = 21.59m/s = 77.71 km/h.
Assuming it underwent 1.4 seconds of braking, and the friction coefficient is

= 0.16

For vehicles, the maximum acceleration is:

Using Newton’s 1st law of motion:

Initial velocity = 23.78m/s = 85.63 km/h before braking.
4.2.4.
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The dotted line on the graph (Fig. 4.2.1) is plotted as the trajectory if the vehicle was on
90km/h at the first turn (and about a 100km/h initially). A min turn radius of 256m would
have been needed for a successful turn without overturning. This is not possible because the
vehicle did not overturn prior to meeting the pre collision mark shown in Fig. 4.2.1.
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5. Bus manufacturing process and facility
5.1.

The bus was manufactured by Farooq brothers, Sehra kot, bandh road Lahore.
ADSL team visited the facility to evaluate the process and check for the
adherence to safety regulations by the manufacturers.

[28/01/2015 p.c Dr.OMQ Lahore Bundh road]

Fig. 5.1.1. Arrival of a new chassis in
the body making shop.
5.4.

5.2.

These busses are made on order. The chassis
was bought from a chassis manufacturer (Hino
Pak Motors in this case), and brought into the
body-making shop Example of a new chassis
arriving at the body shop is shown (Fig. 5.1.1).

5.3.

A body was built over the chassis by crafts
men. The setup had no guidelines from any
regulatory authority on any safety equipment
that needs to be installed on the bus (apart from
seatbelts). The workforce had no formal
knowledge about bus roof integrity design, fire
safety or rollover lateral g tolerance.

A fitness certificate for this bus was issued by Motor Vehicle Examiner’s office in Lahore.
This fitness certificate was issued based upon Motor Vehicle Ordinance 1965. (MVO1965)
and Motor Vehicle Rules 1969 (MVR1969). MVR1969 and MVO1965 laws are extremely
outdated and in urgent need of reform.

=
[28/01/2015 p.c Dr.OMQ Lahore Bandh road]

Fig. 5.1.2. Bus building process.
5.5.
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This is not a problem prevalent only locally manufactured buses. Many imported vehicles
also fail the criteria of safe roof design. Either way, hundreds of busses with weak under
designed roofs are arriving on Pakistani roads every year. Thousands of more people will die
every year in similar accidents if design guidelines and operational guidelines and stringent
testing criteria are not made. Both education of vehicle crashworthiness and regulations by
the government are needed desperately in this sector.
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6. Sequence of events and collision diagram
6.1

The truck was travelling north in the correct lane on the north bound road (Observation 1.2.1,
1.3.6). The truck driver was awake at the time of the accident and his lights were likely
functional (Observation 4.1.2, 4.1.5). The truck was traveling at an approximate speed of 33.4
km/h (Observation 4.1.6) which is below the prescribed speed limit.

6.2

The bus was travelling south on the south bound road (Observation 3.3.5, 3.5.2) at about
85.6km/h (Observation 4.2.3), the bus driver was awake and belted (Observation 2.9.3, 2.9.5,
2.9.6, 3.5.3).

6.3

The road block created for road maintenance became visible to the driver when he was only
92.2 meters away from the diversion (Observation 3.5.5). The weather conditions at the time
of the accident were reasonably clear and visibility was more than 1km and there was also no
sign of rain (Observation 1.3.2). Lack of road signs on the highway was one of the main
reasons that caused the bus driver to see the diversion so late (Observation 3.5.6, 3.6.11,
3.6.12).

6.4

Upon reaching the diversion, the driver applied emergency brakes to slow down the vehicle
(Observation 3.5.3, 3.5.4), He then turned the vehicle right at about 77.1 km/h (Observation
4.2.3). Upon realizing that it is not possible stop the vehicle in such a small distance
(Observation 3.6.14). The driver attempted a high speed s-curve manoeuvre and go into the
north bound road (Observation 4.2.3).

6.5

The driver was in control of the vehicle until he was on the north bound side travelling south.
He then saw the oncoming truck in the left lane and attempted to steer the bus into the right
lane of north bound road by taking a sharp right turn and applying brakes (Observation 2.2.3,
2.8.3, 2.8.4).

6.6

A combination of heavy load, especially on the roof, (Observation 2.13.1, 2.13.4, 2.13.5,
2.13.6) wheel lock braking (Observation 2.8.3, 2.8.4) and a defective shock absorber
(Observation 2.7.2) caused the vehicle to spin out and eventually tip over.

6.7

The truck driver saw the oncoming bus topple over and head in his direction, he attempted to
brake the vehicle and steer towards the left (Observation 4.1.5).

6.8

After toppling over, the bus continued to slide south onto the north bound road which was
opened for two way traffic. (Observation 2.2.1, 2.2.2, 3.3.4).

6.9

The roof of the bus collided with the front-right corner of the truck and got collapsed, fatally
crushing passengers inside the bus (Observation 1.2.1, 2.11.1, 2.11.4, 2.11.6 2.12.2, 2.12.3,
and 2.12.4).

6.10

The roof of the bus was ripped off from the main bus body (Observation 2.11.1, 2.11.3,
2.11.4, 2.11.5,) during the collision.
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Fig. 6.1. Collision Diagram showing the probable Series of events of the accident.
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7. Critical clarifications on previously reported
misconceptions
7.1.

The driver of the bus was awake and belted. (Observation 2.9.3, 2.9.5, 2.9.6, 3.5.3).

7.2.

The driver of the truck was awake (Observation 4.1.5).

7.3.

The driver did not die of abdominal injuries or injuries to the pancreas, liver etc. (Observation
2.9.1, 2.9.3). He did not die by partial ejection or being crushed under the vehicle
(Observation 2.9.4). He did not die of his head hitting the roof and crushing (Observation
2.10.2). He did not die of lack of survival space (Observation 2.9.6, 2.9.8, 2.12.4) He could
have died by skull to skull collision but skull to skull collision usually kills in pairs and the
passengers seated behind him survived and have been interviewed and none had a skull
collision mark on their front head indicating a skull to skull collision. Additionally the angle
of impact makes the possibility of a skull to skull collision extremely remote. He may have
died of neck injuries caused by an improperly designed seatbelt but that possibility is
extremely remote in this angle of impact. It is likely that the driver may be alive.

7.4.

The bus was originally travelling on the south bound road (Observation 3.3.5, 3.5.2), it took
an S turn to come to the north bound road when it came upon the diversion (Observation
2.2.3, 2.8.4). It did not exit from Al Ghadeer filling station prior to the accident.

7.5.

The bus did not pass over the hump or the mound and lost control (Observation 1.1.4, 2.6.3,
2.12.1, 2.12.2, 3.3.6, 3.6.6, 3.6.7, 3.6.13, and 4.2.2).

7.6.

The bus was overloaded, (Observation 2.11.2, 2.13.4, 2.13.5, 2.13.6) but there were no
passengers on the roof of the bus (Observation 2.13.2), nor was any commercial cargo being
carried (Observation 2.13.3).

7.7.

There was no major mechanical failure that could have been the prime cause of the accident
(Observation 1.1.4, 2.5.1, 2.6.1, 2.6.2, 2.6.3, 2.6,4, 2.7.1, 2.7.2, 2.8.1, 2.9.7).

7.8.

The condition of the north bound road was deplorable. The road was rutted badly, but this
was not the cause of the accident. (Observation 3.6.9).

7.9.

On the day of the accident, the south bound road had been closed for maintenance at the
location of the hump, a signboard indicating that the road was closed was placed on hump,
and a few football sized boulders were placed to alert the traffic (Observation 3.6.7, 3.6.11,
3.6.12, 3.6.13). When the accident happened on the north bound road, both roads became
blocked, so the signboards and rocks were removed and the south bound road started being
used for two way traffic (Observation 3.6.13). The hump was removed by heavy machinery at
4:10pm on the same day (Observation 3.6.9).

7.10.

The roof of the bus was not cut using steel cutters, it was detached during the accident due to
a very substandard design (Observation 2.11.3, 2.11.4, 2.11.5, 5.3).

7.11.

There was no sign of any fire (Observation 2.12.5).
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8. Causes and violations
8.1. Collective failures that caused the accident
8.1.1.

Lack of proper road signs which alerted the driver of the bus about the approaching diversion
and roadblock (major cause).

8.1.2.

Overloading of the bus, especially excess luggage at the roof which caused tipping over
(major cause).

8.1.3.

Lack of judgment of the driver on manoeuvring the S curve on such high speed (minor
cause).

8.1.4.

Defective shock absorber in the rear right side of the vehicle (minor cause).

8.1.5.

South bound road was slightly elevated as compared to the north bound road near and after
the diversion causing a minute slope in the diversion region from south bound to north
bound. This contributed slightly to the overturning of the bus (minor cause).

8.2. Collective failures that caused such high number of deaths in the accident
8.2.1.

Defective roof design. The roof design of the vehicle was inadequate. All over the world
regulations such as UN-ECE-Regulation 66 (applicable in 40 countries of the world) and
FMVSS 220 (applicable in the US) dictate that the roof of a transport vehicle must be strong
enough to prevent crushing and ripping off during a rollover. The roof must be strong enough
to sustain about 2 times the weight of the vehicle itself without crushing the occupants inside.
If the roof of this bus made on standard, the amount of casualties in this accident would have
been much less. Non upgradation of Motor Vehicle Ordinance of 1965 and Motor Vehicle
Rules 1969 and delay in the making of rules under National Highway Safety Ordinance 2001
is a cause of such a high number of fatalities.

8.2.2.

Lack of evacuation and medical facilities in the area (this section is covered in greater
detail by the investigative report of Dr. Shabbar, Chairman NED institute of highways safety).

8.3. List of violations
8.3.1.

Bus overload. The N.H.A regulations of load limits prescribe a load limit of 17.5tons gross
weight for two axle vehicles. This particular bus was above the load limit, it weighed above
20 tons. No protocol of testing busses as weigh stations exists.

8.3.2.

Carrying passengers dangerously, According to N.H. & M.P. fine handbook, the bus was
carrying 77 passengers for a bus with a seating capacity of 47. N.H. & M.P. claims to have
fined the vehicle Rs. 750/- on the date of the accident.
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8.3.3.

Truck Overload. The N.H.A regulations of load limits prescribe a load limit of 27.5 tons
gross weight for three axle rigid vehicles. This particular truck was above the load limit, it
weighed above 40 tons.

8.3.4.

Lack of adherence to diversion plan, lack of signboards before the diversion.

8.4. Lapses in regulations and enforcement and areas of concern
8.4.1.

Lack of Motor Vehicle Laws under the National Highway Safety Ordinance 2001 is one of
the major reasons for such a high number of fatalities. Motor Vehicle Ordinance of 1965 and
Motor Vehicle Rules of 1969 are antiquated and useless. The government must revise them
on urgent basis.

8.4.2.

N.H.A and N.H. & M.P. do not have any procedures for checking the loading of the busses.
There is no load limit on the amount of commercial cargo that is carried on busses and
additional load carried on the roof. Furthermore, no regulation exists of front/rear weight
distribution. A rule and random checks on this are much needed.

8.4.3.

The fine structure followed by N.H. & M.P. is in urgent need of revision. This bus fare for
this route ranges from 2500 to 3500 per passenger. Carrying 10 additional passengers equate
to an extra earning of 25000 to 30000. A fine of 750 is still very profitable for the
transporters. The fine amounts for all violations need to be raised up by 500 percent at least.

8.4.4.

N.H. & M.P. do not have any night speed camera operational in the region. Some method of
speed checking at night needs to be installed.

8.4.5.

N.H.A officials, its contractors and its consultants have no formal training in highway safety
issues, special training courses need to designed and made mandatory for all civil engineers
/other officials working on the road.

8.4.6.

N.H.& M.P. and N.H.A do not have any vehicle crashworthiness research division. Both
National Transport Research Institute (N.T.R.C) and Highway Research and Training Center
(H.R.T.C) are oriented towards road design and traffic management. A vehicle research and
crashworthiness testing body is needed under the ministry of communications.
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Appeal to the Government of Pakistan
This is not the first time, this will not be the last either. According to W.H.O estimates, about
32,000 people lose their lives in traffic accidents in Pakistan annually. This is about 30 times the
amount of lives lost in terrorism in 2014.
As demonstrated in this case, if Pakistan had a regulation similar to UN-ECE-R66 and FMVSS 220
on roof integrity design, all these lives could have been saved. In 2011, ADS lab investigated a Kalar
Kahaar school bus accident in which 37 school children died and found the same lacking regulation
on roof design as the primary cause of such high fatalities. In April 2014 a bus accident in Sindh
which killed 44 passengers had the exact same cause too.
Motor Vehicle Ordinance 1965 (MVO1965) and Motor Vehicle Rules 1969 (MVR1969) are
extremely outdated and more suited to animal driven carts rather than the cars of today. National
Highway Safety Ordinance was passed in 2001(NHSO2001) which empowers the making of rules
regarding vehicle construction and safety. However the rules under this ordinance are still to be made!
Pakistan is in urgent need of effective vehicle safety regulations and testing facilities, and an R&D
organization responsible for developing and regulating these rules. Apart from saving precious lives,
this will also open up our automotive industry to international markets.
Regards,
ADCR Team

School bus rollover on 11 sept 2011 on M2 near Kalar-Kahar which
killed 37 schoolchildren.
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Trailer/bus collision on April 20, 2014, on N-5 near Sukkur which
killed 44 passengers.
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